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Resonant X-Ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy of Correlated Systems:
A Probe of Charge-Transfer Excitations
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X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy with monochromatic photon excitation is presented as a tool f
studies of charge-transfer excitations in correlated systems, using CeO2 and UO3 as examples. Ce
4f ! 3d and U 5f ! 3d x-ray fluorescence, with excitation near the3d thresholds, probes states
as eigenvalues for the ground state Hamiltonian from the Anderson impurity model. Sweepin
the excitation energy across3d absorption edges enhances contributions of different electronic
configurations to fluorescence so that observed resonances indicate the charge-transfer origin of
absorption satellites. [S0031-9007(96)00691-6]
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A degree of localization of thef states which can hav
both bandlike and localized character is a key point
the description of the electronic structure of rare-ea
and actinide systems. While delocalized models base
band theory were proposed to explain ground state [1]
spectroscopic [2] properties, various transport and sp
troscopic signs of electron correlation effects are obser
even in “itinerant” materials and cannot be fully interpret
within one-electron formalism. As an alternative, loca
ized approach the Anderson impurity model (AIM) is ofte
used [3,4] which treats thef states of a rare-earth or ac
tinide atom as a degenerate impurity level hybridized w
the valence band, but neglects the interaction betweef
levels on different atoms. To describe the ground stat
model Hamiltonian is constructed which includes as
rameters the energy of a localized state´f , delocalized
stateś y , the hybridization strengthV , and the on-sitef-f
Coulomb interactionUff . The parameters are optimize
by fitting both high-energy spectroscopic and low-ene
thermodynamic data [3]. However, these parameters m
be renormalized in a different way in high- versus lo
energy experiments [5,6]. In this case, those experim
tal techniques become attractive which can be relate
both high-energy and low-energy scale techniques s
as valence band resonant x-ray fluorescence spectros
(RXFS). In the localized, many-body approach, RXFS
expected to probe the states as eigenvalues of the gr
state Hamiltonian via creation or annihilation of a co
or hole due to site and symmetry selectivity of RXF
In this Letter, we explore a potential of RXFS in studi
of so-called mixed-valency compounds where the an
2p ! metalf charge-transfer excitations play an impo
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tant role and the ground state can be described as a s
mixture of several electronic configurations. Using Ce2

[4,7–11] and UO3 [12–15] as systems with strong met
f O 2p hybridization we demonstrate that the localize
many-body approach is appropriate for the description
the resonant x-ray fluorescence (RXF) process and
RXF spectra can be interpreted within the framework
the AIM. We show that it is essential to include the RX
data in spectroscopic analysis for these systems in ord
derive a unique set of model parameters.

The measurements on CeO2 were performed at beam
line BW3 of HASYLAB, Hamburg, with a modified SX
700 monochromator [16]. X-ray absorption (XA) spec
at the Ce3d edge were obtained by measuring total el
tron yield. The Ce4f-to-3d RXF spectra were recorde
using a grazing-incidence grating spectrometer [17]. T
emitted radiation was detected in the vertical plane
the direction perpendicular to that of the incident bea
During RXF (XA) measurements, the resolutions of t
monochromator and spectrometer were about 1.6 (0.4)
2.1 eV, respectively. For UO3, the experiment was car
ried out at beam line X24A of NSLS, Brookhaven, u
ing a double-crystal monochromator equipped with Si(1
crystals [18]. The U5f-to-3d RXF spectra were obtaine
using a spectrometer based on a bent Si(111) crystal
a position sensitive proportional detector [19]. The sp
trometer was placed in the horizontal plane perpendic
to the incident beam. The resolutions of the monoch
mator and spectrometer were about 0.5 and 1 eV, res
tively. For both UO3 and CeO2, the incident angle for
the incoming beam was,20± from the sample surface i
order to minimize self-absorption effects [20]. The UO3
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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sample was a pressed pellet prepared from 99.8% mat
obtained from Alpha Products. CeO2 was pelletized using
5 kbar pressure and the pellet was then fired for 24 h in
at 1575 K.

In the one-electron approach, for the excitation tuned
the threshold or above it, the valence band RXF spectra
expected to appear at the same photon energies (exce
the elastic peak) and to sample the partial density of sta
Some changes in the spectral shape may be obse
though if, for example, momentum conservation [21]
fulfilled. For CeO2 and UO3, however, the Ce4f-to-3d
and U 5f-to-3d spectral variations (Figs. 1 and 2) occ
on a larger energy scale than that (2–3 eV) expec
based on one-electron calculations for thef density of
states [8,12,22]. The energy of the measured RXF spe
follows the varying excitation energy, thus arguing
favor of a localized, many-body description of the RX
process (the emitted photon energyv must increase with
increasing incident photon energyV in accordance with
the equationV 1 Eg  v 1 Ef , whereEg and Ef are
the energies of the ground and final states, respectivel

Ce 4f-to-3d RXF spectra of CeO2 recorded at differ-
ent V near the Ce3d threshold are displayed in Fig. 1
For purely tetravalent Ce, one would expect the RXF sp
trum to be basically a single, recombination line appear

FIG. 1. For CeO2, the experimental (dots) and calculate
(solid lines) Ce3d XA spectrum, and Ce4f-to-3d RXF spectra
at different excitation energies. RXF data are normalized
the beam monitor reference signal. The arrows on the
spectrum indicate the excitation energies used for the R
measurements.
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at v equal toV as a result of the4f0 ! 3d94f1 ! 4f0

excitation-deexcitation process. However, due to stro
Ce 4f–O 2p hybridization in CeO2, the initial and inter-
mediate states of the RXF process (Fig. 3) can be ma
described as mixtures of4f0 and4f1y configurations and
3d94f1 and3d94f2y configurations (y stands for a hole in
the valence band), respectively, so that there are radia
transitions back to the ground state and to charge-tran
excited states. This explains the double-line shape of
RXF spectra of CeO2. One can notice, however, that th
energy separation between these two lines as well as t
relative intensities strongly depend onV. The observed
changes can be attributed to variations in the transit
rates to different final states of the RXF process which
the bonding (ground state), nonbonding, and antibond
states between4f0 and 4f1y configurations. For CeO2,
the RXF process is schematically shown in Fig. 3. Wh
V is set to the main Ce3d5y2 and3d3y2 XA peaks (884.1
and 902.0 eV) the intermediate state which correspond
the bonding combination between3d94f1 and 3d94f2y

configurations decays predominantly to the bonding a
nonbonding final states while the transitions to the an
bonding final state constitute only,5% of the total in-
tensity of the inelastic component. The RXF spectru
consists of the intense recombination peak and the
,4.5 eV lower in energy and broadened due to the fin

FIG. 2. For UO3, the U 3d5y2 XA spectrum, and U5f-to-3d
RXF spectra recorded at different excitation energies. R
data are normalized to the beam monitor reference signal.
arrows on the XA spectrum indicate the excitation energ
used for the RXF spectra.
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FIG. 3. A schematic representation of the Ce4f-to-3d RXF
process for CeO2. Energy levels which are labeled wit
electronic configurations correspond to the average energie
these configurations in the the limit ofV ! 0. The shaded
rectangles represent the nonbonding states for the4f1y and
3d94f2y configurations.

width of the O2p band. SettingV to XA satellites (889.3
and 907.3 eV), which are the antibonding combinatio
between3d94f1 and 3d94f2y configurations [4], gives
rise to a remarkable enhancement in the relative int
sity of the low-energy line which is now,7 eV below
the weak recombination peak. This enhancement can
ascribed to a resonance of antibonding states [23], an
dicator of the charge-transfer origin of the XA satelli
structures. In this case the transitions to the antibo
ing final state constitute (80–90)% of the total intens
of the inelastic component. It has been suggested
that the XA satellite structures may reflect the extend
f states (f continuum). In this case, one would expe
a relaxation process leading to the core-hole ionized s
and nonresonantlike fluorescence spectra atV set to 889.3
and 907.3 eV. Indeed, the low-energy line in the cor
sponding RXF spectra appears at approximately the s
v as normal fluorescence. However, this low-energy l
does exhibit energy dispersion (not shown) withV varying
through the satellite energy range. The situation is cle
for UO3 where, forV set to a similar charge-transfer sate
lite (,3563 eV) in the U3d5y2 XA spectrum, the resonat
ing low-energy line in the U5f-to-3d RXF spectra appear
at differentv than that for normal fluorescence. The d
scription of the RXF process in CeO2, shown in Fig. 3, and
corresponding assignments are supported by the resu
calculations (Fig. 1) using the AIM.

The RXF spectra were calculated using the express
for the coherent second order optical process given by

FsV, vd 
X
f

É X
m

k fjT2jml kmjT1jgl
Eg 1 V 2 Em 2 iGm

É2
3 dsEg 1 V 2 Ef 2 vd , (1)

wherejgl andj fl are the ground and final states, andjml
is the intermediate state with energyEm. T1 andT2 repre-
sent the optical dipole3d-to-4f and4f-to-3d transitions,
576
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respectively. We assumed nonpolarized incident lig
The calculations were done including three configuratio
4f0, 4f1y, 4f2y2 for jgl andj fl, and3d94f1, 3d94f2y,
3d94f3y2 for jml. The effect of multiplet coupling was
taken into account in the manner described in Ref. [
The values used for the main parameters are as follo
V  1.0, ´f 2 ´y  2.0, Uff  9.0, andUfc  12.6 (in
units of eV), wheré y is the center of the valence band a
signed a widthW  2.0 eV andUfc is the magnitude of
the core-hole potential acting on the4f electron. Further-
more, we took into account the configuration-depend
hybridization [25] using two reduction factorsRc  0.6
and Ry  0.925; the hybridization between3d94f1 and
3d94f2y configurations is taken asRcV , and that between
4f1y and 4f2y2 configurations asVyRy. Since the in-
tegrated intensity of the experimental Ce4f-to-3d RXF
spectra of CeO2 (Fig. 1) is not proportional to the absorp
tion coefficient at the Ce3d edge due to saturation [26] an
self-absorption effects the calculated RXF spectra w
simply scaled so as to compare with the experiment.

It is essential to introduceRc in order to explain the
difference in the energy separations between peaks in
(,5 eV) and 889.3- and 907.3-eV excited RXF (,7 eV)
spectra of CeO2. The actual value ofRc was estimated
from a consistent fit of the Ce3d x-ray photoemission,
XA, and RXF data of CeO2 and is found to be in between
those fora-Ce and U, respectively, obtained from firs
principle calculations [25]. The value ofRy  0.925 is
not essential for the description of Ce4f-to-3d RXF
spectra; however,Ry , 0.9 gives a better fit for the Ce3d
x-ray photoemission spectrum. The values of the mo
parameters used to describe the ground state of C2

are in agreement with those obtained from first princip
calculations [8]. The latter calculations reveal stron
energy dependence forjV s´dj2, being the largest on the
top of the O2p valence band. OurV 2 is close tojV s´dj2
averaged over,1.5 eV on the top of the O2p band and
the effective widthW is almost the same as the energ
range which gives a predominant contribution tojV s´dj2.
Furthermore, using the set of parameters derived in
present analysis the experimental Ce4d XA, valence band
photoemission, and bremsstrahlung isochromat spectr
CeO2 were successfully reproduced [27]. The size of t
insulating gap was estimated to be,4.5 eV, which is in
better agreement with experiment than the value of,2 eV
obtained in an earlier analysis [28].

For UO3, due to the high oxidation state of Us61d, one
can expect a significant5f2y2 admixture in the ground
state of the system so that this state can be describe
a mixture of 5f0, 5f1y, and 5f2y2 configurations. In
the limit of V ! 0, the difference between configuration
averaged energies can be written asEs5f1yd 2 Es5f0d 
D and Es5f2y2d 2 Es5f1yd  D 1 Uff . The specific
shape of U 5f-to-3d RXF spectra for UO3 (Fig. 2),
recorded atV set near the U3d5y2 threshold, indeed
indicates high covalency of chemical bonds in this oxid
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The resonant part of U5f-to-3d fluorescence followsV
due to energy conservation while forV set far above the
threshold the contribution of nonresonant, normal fluor
cence is clearly observed at a constantv. WhenV is set
to satellites in the U3d5y2 XA spectrum at about 2–4 and
10 eV above the main XA maximum, one can see so
enhancement in the spectral weight of the U5f-to-3d
fluorescence at about 5, 8.5, and 14.5 eV, respectiv
below the recombination line. As in the case of CeO2,
such resonances indicate the charge-transfer origin
satellites (antibonding combinations between3d95f1,
3d95f2y, and 3d95f3y2 configurations) in the U3d5y2
XA spectrum of UO3. The most supportive evidence fo
the idea that the ground state of UO3 is a mixture of three
configurations is the shape of the RXF spectrum recor
at the excitation energy of 3563.9 eV. This spectru
exhibits essentially three lines at about 3563.9, 3558
and 3549.4 eV which can be tentatively associated w
5f0, 5f1y, and 5f2y2 configurations, respectively. Th
ability to determine from RXF spectra the energies of t
states associated with the5f2y2 configuration puts addi-
tional restrictions on the value ofUff for UO3 because
Uff determines the energy of this configuration.

In conclusion, Ce4f-to-3d and U5f-to-3d RXF spectra
of CeO2 and UO3 demonstrate that low-energy charg
transfer excitations in correlated systems can be stud
by the corresponding core-hole excitation-deexcitat
process when there are radiative transitions back to
ground state and low-energy charge-transfer excited sta
Because of its site and symmetry selectivity, RXFS allo
one to probe Ce4f and U5f states which are basically th
eigenvalues of the ground state Hamiltonian in the AI
The values of model parameters for the ground state
correlated systems can be derived by analyzing the co
sponding resonant fluorescence spectra within this mo
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